Let Mn denote the algebra of all nxn complex matrices and ||-|| be the Schatten's p-norm on Mn . For each A e Mn , a linear operator SA on Mn is defined by SA{X) := A o X for all X €Mn , where o denotes the Schur product and \\SA\\p . is defined as the operator norm from (Mn , || • || ) to (M,, Ml,) for P,q>\.
Introduction and notations
Let Mn be the algebra of all nxn complex matrices. The Schur product (also called Hadamard product) AoB of two matrices A = (ai}) and B = (b^) in Mn is defined by (1) AoB:=(au-bu), and for given A eMn, the Schur multiplication operator SA on Mn is defined by (2) SA(X):=AoX for all X e Mn.
We denote the singular values of A e Mn, arranged in nonincreasing order, by sx(A) > s2(A) > ■ ■ ■ > sn(A) ; that is, s ¡(A) is the ith largest (with multiplicities counted) eigenvalue of (A*Ai)1' . We shall obtain some convex \\SA\\p (p>l) forgiven AeMn. In the sequel, for a row vector r. = (¿j,, A2, ... , ¿jj of «-tuple of complex numbers, 'r. denotes the transpose of y, that is, rr. is a column vector such that
Results and remarks
First of all, we may mention the known results of norm SA . Haagerup (cf. [6] ) showed that the value of the right-hand side of (13) Since SA(E¡j) = a,,F. where E¡¡ = ei ®e*, atj is an eigenvalue of SA for all 1 < i, j < n. It follows from this fact that Hence we can easily show Corollary 4. D
